This paper presents a novel wind/solar energy-harvesting device based on the inverted flag concept that combines flexible piezoelectric strips with flexible photovoltaic cells to simultaneously harvest both wind and solar energy. Three inverted flags built using off-theshelf components were experimentally investigated under controlled wind and illumination conditions to analyse their dynamics and electrical power generation capability. Our results provide an improved understanding of the dynamics of inverted flags that incorporate flexible piezoelectric strips and flexible solar panels, and indicate that the piezoelectric strips mainly increase the damping of the flags, while the solar panels act as an added mass. The power measurements show that the wind/solar energy-harvesting device proposed here is a viable concept that is capable of generating up to 3-4 mW of total power, enough to meet the demand of remote sensors and small-scale portable electronics, for wind speeds varying from 0 m/s (calm) to about 26 m/s (storm/whole gale) and 1.8 kLux constant light exposure, suggesting a rather diversified range of potential practical applications.
Introduction
Environmental energy harvesting is emerging as an effective technology for powering remote sensors, data-loggers, data-transmitters and small-scale portable electronics for use in environmental sensing, equipment and process monitoring, internet of things, and smart city applications where data collection sensors are used to optimize assets and resources management [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Remote sensors and portable electronic devices typically operate in the micro-Watt to milli-Watt power range and cannot be deployed using conventional batteries as the primary power source, irrespective of the progress achieved in recent years in reducing the power demand of micro-electronic systems and in designing high-energy density batteries. Conventional batteries have limited operational life and require frequent replacement, while their safe disposal poses environmental challenges. This is in conflict with the sustainable, deploy-and-forget strategy that is anticipated for remote sensors.
Moreover, conducting battery maintenance for a large-scale sensor network which could conceivably comprise very large numbers of sensor nodes would be prohibitive. Energy harvesting technologies allow converting ambient energy into usable electrical energy and can therefore replace batteries as the main power source, thus allowing remote sensors and small electronic devices to be self-powered and therefore completely self-sustaining.
Environmental energies present as ambient background that may be scavenged for lowpower applications include kinetic energy from wind [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , waves [17] , water flows [18] [19] [20] and vibration [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , thermal energy in the form of temperature variations in space or time [28] - [30] , solar radiant energy [31] , electromagnetic energy from radio and television broadcasting [32] , and chemical energy from salinity or other concentration gradients [33] .
Wind energy harvesting with piezoelectric materials is emerging as an effective alternative that is particularly suited for low-power and portable applications [9] . Piezoelectric wind energy harvesters typically comprise a beam, plate or other structural element that is designed to undergo flow-induced motion when exposed to wind flow [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The harvester can be realized either by using an integrated piezoelectric material or can be bonded with a piezoelectric patch, so that the flow-induced motion periodically bends the piezoelectric material, which in turn converts mechanical strain into electric energy. Due to their high flexibility, light weight, long endurance in cyclic operation, low cost and widespread availability, flexible piezoelectric polymers such as PVDF [51] are particularly attractive for wind energy harvesting. To maximise the output power, these materials should undergo large amplitude deformations and sustained periodic motion, such as a large-amplitude limitcycle oscillation [52] , [53] . A large amplitude deformation yields large strain levels, and therefore large electrical output, while a continuous periodic motion assures a sustained electrical output without interruptions.
A particularly attractive configuration for wind energy harvesters that incorporate flexible piezoelectric polymers is the inverted flag, schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) . Different from a regular flag, which is fixed at the leading edge located upstream and free to flap at the trailing edge located downstream, the inverted flag is free to flap at the upstream leading edge and fixed at the downstream trailing edge. Depending on the mechanical properties of the flag constitutive material, on their geometry and on the wind velocity, inverted flags may exhibit three main dynamic responses, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 (b-d): 1) static aligned with the incoming flow, or undergoing small-amplitude vibration around the equilibrium configuration aligned with the incoming flow; 2) a large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping oscillation; and 3) a small vibration around a fully deflected configuration [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] .
Among these dynamic responses, the most appropriate for energy scavenging is the largeamplitude limit-cycle flapping oscillation: the amplitude of motion is much larger than that achieved with regular flags and can span up to ± 90-100 degrees, yielding particularly high strain levels that are ideal for the operation of flexible piezoelectric polymers. During limitcycle flapping, the motion of inverted flags is periodic with one dominant frequency, as required to yield sustained electrical output without interruptions. Finally, the instantaneous configuration of inverted flags during limit-cycle flapping is a cylindrical surface that is entirely concave or entirely convex. This is particularly important because it ensures no electrical charge cancellation during operation with flexible piezoelectric polymers. Orrego and co-workers [45] recently demonstrated the feasibility and the potential of inverted flags realized with flexible piezoelectric polymers as wind energy harvesters. In particular, they constructed inverted flags by stacking together single-poled PVDF strips, and experimentally investigated twelve flag configurations with different geometry. In controlled flow conditions inside a wind tunnel their flags exhibited large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping at wind velocities in the range of about 2 m/s to 9 m/s, producing up to 5 mW/cm 3 of electrical power density (power density evaluated based on the active volume of the flag only). Using a purpose-built self-alignment mechanism that kept the inverted flag in line with the wind direction, they were also able to harvest energy from ambient wind, notably enough energy to power a temperature sensor.
In this work, we propose a novel approach to simultaneously harvest both wind and solar energy that can be considered a step-change evolution of the concept proposed by Orrego and co-workers [45] previously discussed. The new harvester that we describe in what follows is an inverted flag that, in addition to flexible piezoelectric strips, also incorporates flexible solar panels, so that it can simultaneously harvest both wind and solar energy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to simultaneously harvest wind and solar energy using inverted flags. As is well known, ambient background energy sources are inherently intermittent. A viable strategy for accommodating such variability is found in diversifying the energy source by aiming to harvest multiple ambient energies at the same time [59] , an approach already successfully used to simultaneously harvest wind and wave energies [60] , and wind and structural vibration energies [61] . Wind and solar energies, in particular, happen to have intermittencies that tend to compensate each other. In fact, the wind typically blows during stormy conditions when the sun does not shine, while conversely the sun often shines on calm days with little wind. This makes wind and solar energies particularly well suited for simultaneous harvesting, with a view at compensating for their inherent intermittency. In particular, we tested three inverted flag harvesters (in three different configurations) in a total of nine configurations in controlled wind and light conditions. We constructed the inverted flag harvesters presented in this paper using exclusively off-the-shelf components. The main objective of this work was to experimentally explore the feasibility of simultaneous wind and solar energies harvesting using inverted flags. The optimization of the proposed inverted flag energy harvester via custom-made components, or via the development of new energy-harvesting materials, is not considered here and will be addressed in future studies. Our piezo/solar inverted flags demonstrate a total power output of up to 3-4 mW, corresponding to maximum power densities up to about 5 mW/cm 3 (power density evaluated based on the total volume of the PVDF and solar element components). This is sufficient to meet the demand of remote sensors and smallscale portable electronics that operate in the micro-Watt to milli-Watt power range, thus proving the feasibility of the proposed piezo/solar inverted flag energy-harvesting concept.
Experiments and methods

Inverted flags description
The inverted flags were constructed using off-the-shelf components for the flexible PVDF Relying on off-the-shelf components was deemed appropriate for the scope of the present study, which is limited to a proof-of-concept, but clearly poses limitations to the geometry and mechanical properties of the inverted flags that can be realized. A future optimization study will take full advantage of the possibility of having both flexible PVDF piezoelectric strips and flexible solar panels custom-made to more systematically explore the parameter space and optimize the design. In their study, Orrego et al. [45] Fabrication details and a CAD drawing of the support clamp are provided in the Appendix.
Preliminary tests carried out with this first batch of dual wind-solar inverted flags indicated the potential of this concept but also highlighted a structural limitation of this design [62] in the form of a material memory effect that prevented the flags from resuming their flapping motion after been fully deflected to one side at high wind speeds. Specifically, during these preliminary tests the wind velocity was first step-wise gradually increased from zero up to a value large enough to yield a fully deflected configuration of the inverted flag, and then the wind velocity was step-wise gradually decreased to zero. After the flag reached a fully deflected configuration at high wind speeds, the limited elasticity of the flexible piezoelectric strips prevented the flag from resuming its flapping motion once the wind velocity was decreased. The flapping motion observed while increasing the wind velocity was therefore not recovered when decreasing wind velocity; instead, a small vibration around a fullydeflected configuration was observed. This memory effect, which was attributed to the mechanical properties of the flexible piezoelectric strips, is clearly not appropriate for energy scavenging applications which must offer long-term robustness and endurance.
To overcome this weakness, we modified the design of the inverted flags to include a metal shim substrate to increase the elasticity of the flags. As a first iteration we carried out preliminary tests with off-the-shelf stainless-steel shims (Precision Brand; Young modulus: into the inverted flags is that it is now possible to attach PVDF strips to both faces of the flags, thus increasing the piezoelectric power generation as compared to the previous flags realized without any substrate. As shown in Fig. 3 , the metal shim was first cut down to the desired size, before the flexible piezoelectric strips were attached to both sides, and finally the flexible solar panels were incorporated-one for each side of the flag. As identified in Fig.   3 , the positioning of the PVDF strips and of the solar panels onto the inverted flag is the same as with the previous flags shown in Fig. 2 . In particular, PVDF strips are located proximal to the clamped trailing edge where the inverted flag undergoes the largest deformations, while the solar panels are located close to the free leading edge so that their inclusion does not constrain the deformation of the flexible piezoelectric strips. The solar panels were wired using a small drop of conductive glue to cables that ran along the upper and lower edges of the flags. As shown in Fig. 3(c) , the cables were taped to the flag edges and were bent into a pigtail configuration close to the flag fixed trailing edge, so that they could follow the flag motion without restraining the flag deformation. Overall, we constructed and tested three geometries of inverted piezo/solar flags which incorporated eight PVDF strips and two solar panels each, and which differed in the horizontal dimension, L, as indicated in Table 1 , where a summary of the geometric details and mechanical properties of these flags is provided. For the case of Flag 3 (shown in Fig. 3), the PVDF strips and the solar panels do not overlap. While in the case of Flags 1 and 2, the solar panels were allowed to partially cover the PVDFs. In order to separately assess how the inclusion of the piezoelectric strips and of the solar panels affects the mechanical response of the inverted flags, we tested each flag from Table 1 in three different configurations, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . First, we tested the bare-metal flag without any piezoelectric strips or solar panels ( Fig. 3(a) ). Then, we tested the piezo-only flag that included eight piezoelectric strips (Fig 3(b) ), and finally we tested the piezo/solar flag that included eight piezoelectric strips and two solar panels (Fig 3(c) ), thus resulting in a total of nine sets of experiments. As discussed later on, the critical comparison of these sets of experimental results provides a deeper understanding of the dynamics of inverted flags that incorporate flexible piezoelectric strips and solar panels, which will be instrumental in future optimization studies. Free vibration frequencies and damping ratios of the inverted flags included in Table 1 were determined from preliminary free-vibration tests (see Appendix for details). As can be seen in Table 1 Table 1 , thus validating the present experimental approach.
Test rig description and data analysis
During the tests, the inverted flags were secured to a vertical metallic pole located midway through the wind tunnel using a purpose-built support clamp designed to provide a cantilever boundary condition at the flag trailing edge, as shown in The motion of the inverted flags was recorded with a digital camera (Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ200; recording frequency: 200 frames per second; resolution: 480x640 pixels) located atop of the wind tunnel as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The recorded videos were post-processed with standard tools from the Image Processing Toolbox of MATLAB, using a tracking methodology previously developed for flow-induced vibration and flexible fluid-structure interaction studies [63] [64] [65] . The motion of the flag was characterized using the angular amplitude of motion θ (measured to within ±2-3 o ) described between the two extreme positions spanned by the flag observed from the top, as schematically indicated in Fig. 1(c) .
Locally, the flags possess a variable curvature when deflected due to the action of the wind, so that the angular amplitude of motion θ gives a representative measure of the displacement for the whole flag. In addition to the angular amplitude of motion, the dynamics of the inverted flags were characterized using the frequency of oscillation corresponding to the dominant peak in the power spectrum of the flag angular amplitude of motion time-series (uncertainty within 0.2-0.3 Hz, estimated from the full width at half maximum of the dominant peak in the power spectrum). A representative example is provided in Fig. 5 , which includes a 2s time-series of the inverted flag angular amplitude of motion during limit-cycle periodic flapping ( Fig. 5(a) ), together with its power spectral density (Fig. 5(b) ). The power output from the piezoelectric strips and from the solar panels was recorded using a DAQ system (National Instruments NI-USB-6225; sampling rate: 1 kHz) connected to LabVIEW. The optimal load resistances that maximized the total power output from the solar panels and piezoelectric strips were 2.2 kΩ and 1.6 MΩ, respectively, and were not changed during the tests.
Results and Discussion
Bare-metal flags
The results for the bare-metal flags are presented in Fig. 6 , where the maximum angular amplitude of motion and the frequency of oscillation are displayed as functions of the wind speed, for both increasing and decreasing wind velocity. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , all three main dynamic responses of inverted flags observed in previous research [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] and previously discussed are clearly recognizable as the wind velocity is gradually varied. In particular, at low wind velocities the inverted flags remain static in their equilibrium configuration aligned with the incoming flow. As soon as the wind velocity reaches a large enough threshold value, the inverted flags become unstable and undergo a large-amplitude flapping oscillation. In particular, this motion is a highly periodic limit-cycle oscillation ( Fig.   5(a) ), and is characterized by a side-to-side symmetrical excursion of the flags. The threshold value for the wind velocity at the onset of the large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping clearly depends on the flag geometry, and is higher the shorter the flag. This is a consistent outcome, as a shorter cantilever is generally more stable, and therefore more difficult to destabilize, with respect to a longer one. The flapping frequency is increased as the flag length decreases, consistently indicating that a longer, and therefore heavier, flag flaps at a lower frequency with respect to a shorter and lighter one.
As the wind velocity is further increased beyond the flapping threshold, the flag dynamics Importantly, the range of wind velocities that sustain large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping is wider for a shorter flag, suggesting that shorter flags might be more promising for wind energy harvesting applications. However, as discussed later on, this is no longer necessarily the case once flexible piezoelectric strips and solar panels are added onto the flag, on account of changing mass distribution and mechanical properties. This highlights the importance of conducting an incremental study, starting with the bare-metal flags and analysing the effect of including piezoelectric strips and solar panels in two successive separate steps.
At sufficiently large wind velocity the flag dynamics change again from a large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping to a smaller amplitude vibration around a fully-deflected configuration.
The threshold value for the wind velocity at the transition from the large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping to the fully-deflected configuration depends on the flag geometry, and is higher the shorter the flag. Notably, this transition could not be observed with the shortest flag (Flag 1) because the required wind velocity was beyond the capability of the wind tunnel.
Interestingly, while the transition from the equilibrium configuration to the large-amplitude limit-cycle flapping was rather abrupt, the transition from the limit-cycle flapping to the fully deflected configuration was more gradual. During this latter transition, the flag was deflected to one side but still underwent large-amplitude flapping; with flapping amplitude rapidly decreasing and flapping frequency rapidly increasing as the wind velocity was gradually increased, until the flapping evolved into a small-amplitude vibration. Apparently, this asymmetric flapping transition mode was not reported in previous research on inverted flags.
Apart from the asymmetric flapping mode just discussed, the observations on the bare metal flag dynamics are in qualitative agreement with the existing literature on inverted flags dynamics [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , and this provides further validation to the present experimental setup.
In stark contrast with earlier tests, there are no observable material memory effects that prevent the flags from resuming their flapping motion after been fully deflected to one side at high wind speeds, once the wind velocity is gradually decreased, supporting the case for Unfortunately, carrying out coupled fluid-structure simulations at the present operating conditions goes beyond our current capabilities, and is also beyond the scope of the present study that is an experimental proof of concept. In this respect, the data provided herein represent a quite challenging benchmark test case for future numerical simulations. 
Piezo-only inverted flags
The results for the piezo-only flags are presented in Fig. 7 , where the maximum angular amplitude of motion and the frequency of oscillation are displayed as functions of the wind speed, for both increasing and decreasing wind velocity. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , all three main dynamic responses of inverted flags previously discussed are clearly recognizable as the wind velocity is gradually varied, although with some quantitative differences with respect to the bare-metal flags results presented in Fig. 6 and previously discussed. The wind velocity required to trigger the transition from the equilibrium configuration to the flapping oscillation is increased with respect to the bare-metal flags, and the increase is inversely The piezoelectric rms power output of the piezo-only flags is presented in Fig. 8 as a function of the wind speed. As expected, the piezoelectric power output is significant only during the large-amplitude flapping oscillation. Moreover, the piezoelectric power output clearly depends on the flag geometry, and is inversely proportional to the flag length. Since flapping amplitudes are comparable, and the power magnitude is not affected by the flapping frequency, this suggests that a shorter flag generates a more pronounced curvature close to the fixed leading edge, so that the flexible piezoelectric strips experience larger strain and therefore generate more power. 
Piezo/solar inverted flags
The results for the piezo/solar flags are presented in Fig. 9 , where the maximum angular amplitude of motion and the frequency of oscillation are displayed as functions of the wind speed, for both increasing and decreasing wind velocity. As can be seen from comparing This confirms the previous observations regarding free-vibration frequencies and damping ratios from Table 1 . The piezoelectric, solar and total power output of the piezo/solar flags is presented in Fig. 10 as a function of the wind speed, while the corresponding power densities are presented in Fig. 11 . In particular, the PVDF and solar power densities in Fig. 11 (a-b) are evaluated with reference to the total PVDF and solar panel volume, respectively, while the total power density in Fig. 11(c) is the sum of the power densities in Fig. 11(a-b) . As can be noticed from flags is slightly larger than that generated by the piezo-only flags. This suggests that the added mass of the solar panels increases the curvature of the flags close to the fixed leading edge during flapping, so that the flexible piezoelectric strips experience slightly larger strain and therefore generate a little more power. As seen in Fig. 10(b) , the average solar power is highest when the flags are in the equilibrium configuration aligned with the incoming wind flow, indicating that during flapping, or when fully deflected to one side, the inverted flags do not receive as much light as when in equilibrium configuration. This is due to the lighting configuration adopted here, which was deemed appropriate for a proof-of-concept study, but that could be clearly improved.
It is evident from the total peak power values presented in Fig. 10(c) Table 2 . 
Concluding remarks
The novel piezo/solar energy-harvesting device proposed here is a viable concept that is off-the-shelf components, so that a significantly enhanced performance can be anticipated once all components are custom-made to tailor the device to the final intended application.
We envision that, in a real application, a harvester could combine several inverted flags properly tuned (via optimization of their mechanical properties) to yield the desired performance over the whole range of wind speeds of interest for that particular application.
Appendix:
Inverted flags support clamp
The inverted flags were supported with a purpose-built support clamp, which was designed to provide a cantilever boundary condition at the flag trailing edge while rigidly fixing the flag 
Determination of the natural frequencies and damping ratios
Natural frequencies and damping ratios of the flags provided in Table 1 A representative example of a free-vibration time-series is provided in Fig. A3 , which shows the evolution of the displacement from equilibrium of the flag free-end. The natural frequency was determined from the period between peaks on the free-decay amplitude (dominant peak in the corresponding power spectral density), while the damping ratio was determined from the logarithmic decrement of the free-decay amplitudes of motion. Figure A3 . Example of tip displacement for metal-only flag (Flag 2 from Table 1 ) during a freevibration test.
